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best ever quarter best ever year•

major projects - bsnl 4g•

growth in every segment•

revenue 1327 crs and pat 147  this Q•

order book of 8200 crs•



wireless - lot of shipment for 4g 5g ran to 10000 locations•

ongoing business developments in wireless segments•

telecom egypt - partnership ,•

sankhya labs - 32 crs•
•

pvt 54% , govt - 36% and 10% international•

8200 crs order book - 7900 india rest international•

inventory increase to 3600 crs ,prv Q - 2600 crs , increase due to procuring of long
leed equip , once orders are ecxecuted will reduce

•

recievalble increse to 1450 crs, due to order execution , collections this Q were 650
crs

•

649 crs cash , WC borrowing of 1744crs•

headcount increase of 42% in all areas•

now have entire range of products•

large addressable market with strong growth•

private 4g 5g capex expected in india•

africa and asia see lot of oppurtunities for expanding 4g 5g networks•

sankhya - semiconductors , current products cannot use this captive , this is used
in other projects , but we can modify and make products which can use this

•

bsnl project - timeline - fy25 will get completed ,•

regarfing report RAN equipment has been deployed everywhere NWES but
core is getting deployed in just 3 regions , where core is not deployed the
equipment is joined to current core , so this is temporary

◦

margins - going forward will have historical margins(18-22%)•

international buisiness - increasing focus on this areas , several projects we are
already there 

•

bharat net - tender docs out, expect that sometime this year the tender will be
there , well covered products are there to cover this project but tender is yet to
open

•

WC cycle - increase, needs to be looked in reffference for the large big order , as
the execution happens WC will taper down

•

Rank - competitive advantage - bid and won in large 5g network, pricing was very
competitive , and this is global competiveness

•



strong candidate for PEAD playing out
technical

important distinction - we are the only player in the industry that is doing
interation of optical to wireless networks , other is universal

•

this save a lot of money to the customers and also provide different suits
of services to end customers

◦

engaged in many POCs (wireless ) where they are going for trial for the domestic•

investment done in setting up the supply chain to execute the order timely•

the margins are high due to the shipment of high margin product this Q as last
quarter low margin were shipped

•

PLI estimate - depends on revenue , 6% of the manufacturing revenue increase
from previous year

•

valiant techno- strong partnership many years , and will continue•

order book guidance - oppurtunities are there in ppt ,•

operating cycle is max 12 months, but this can taper down•

next 2-3 Q we will execute the BSNL order•

next 3-4 months the invetory should peak out•

next few months we can expect 5G upgrade POCs and this will be 40% of the
current 100000 sites they have order , and on this there will be 7 years of
maintainence PO as well

•



caution
this is what pnl with look without other income



rough maths




